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other. Because our department is not a DOT,
we may not run into some of the problems
arising in states that have DOTs.
Not all
roads in Texas are part of the state system.
The d·epartment is not a preservation
agency, but it does deal with cultural
resources on a daily basis. Texas has a long
transportation history. Many of our highways
follow the early trails of settlers and
cattle drives.
Conflicts occur between the need to
supply fast, safe and efficient means of
transportation and the preservation of
existing transportation facilities and
structures that have historical and cultural
significance. Because conflicts in Texas
have been rather infrequent, I can only
speak in general theoretical terms. One
thing is clear, though, that answers must oe
unique for each case.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION OF RAILROAD RELATED
STRUCTURES
Eric Deloney, Historic American EnginP.e.rini:;
Research, U.S. Department of the Interior
In 1971, exactly 100 years after its
construction, the Queen City Station Hotel
in Cumberland, Md, was demolished. This was
a tragic loss, because this structure, built
by the Band O Railroad in the mountains uf
western Maryland, was a popular resort hotel
for many people from Rashington in the late
1800s.
Thomas Heskett, the architect,
designed the usual RR station facilities
on ground level with several floors of
hotel accommodations above, Tt was placed
on the National Register in 1970, shortly
after the railroad announced its abandonment
of it, and was demolished in the fall of
1971 for lack of funds or support for its
maintenance.
Many lessons can be learned from this
episode. The State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) presented the nomination to
the Governor's Review Board; it was rejected
3 times. Several adaptive re-use studies
were made and rejected. There were problems
between the SHPO and city council, the latter
being- non-supportive. The r a ilroad offered
to sell the structure and delay demolition.
The SHPO accepted an offer of HUD funds, but
the city council refused.
Although the event brought the community
together, it is very apparent that preservation must be founded upon .i:~alli:;Lll! el!onowics.
It requires grass roots education and
acceptance if legislators and public and
private agencies are to be responsive to
concerns of community leaders.
There are several examples, however, of
the Baving of railroad --related structures
that deserve mention.
Bolleman's Bridge, patented in 1812 Anrl
erected in Maryland in 1869, is the only
remaining example of a design that facilitated
the rapid expansion of early American railroads. It was moved from the main line about
1887.
Its design combines a suspension and
truss system. In 1966 there was a concerted
campaign to restore the structure, including
recasting the maker's name plates in aluminum,
restore the little wooden tower caps that
covered conneetions on abutment towers, plus

extensive research to determine the Victorian
color scheme. It survived the Agnes flood of
1972, while a vehicular bridge nearly washed
out. Howard County Recreation Department
provided a grant to prepare a restorative
study after interest in it languished. A
problem today is finding well qualified
engineering consultants for historic preservation.
The Mt. Clare circular car shop in
Baltimore, built by E. Francis Baldwin in
1884, was recorded by the Historic American
Engineering Record in 1970. It could have
served as a transportation museum. In 1974
it was restored for use by the Band 0
Railroad with some help from the City of
Baltimore. Although the railroad was interested in historic preservation of the
building and was sensitive to public
relation values, the Mt. Clare shops were
demolished in 1976.
The Aurora Roundhouse and Back Shops of
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy RR, in
Aurora, Illinois, is the oldest roundhouse
in the U.S., originally used in 1856. The
walls are all stone. It is one of the few
monuments in that city that has any real
meaning to its citizens. In 1927 its use
for locomotive repair was discontinued and
in 1974 it was abandoned. There has been
conflict over its ultimate use, or fate
between the Burlington Northern, the present
uwHeL i:;. aml Lhe Mavor' i:; office and the rP-dP-velopment authority of the city.
A study conJucteJ by the Historic
American Engineering Record has identified
only 11 surviving trainsheds in the U.S.
One of these, the Reading RR Terminal in
Philadelphia built in 1891-93, i s the longest
i:;lHgle i:;µan archeJ roof train shed in the
world, with a span of 238.5 feet. The
Reading Market is associated with the trainshed, now serving only as a commuter terminal,
There has been a proposal to incorporate the
headhouse, shed, and market into a multi-use
shopping-office complex.
The St. Louis Union Station and
Trainshed, built in 1891, is listed by the
National Trust as an endangered building.

LEGAL PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Myra Harrison, Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
is an independent agency with direct
responsibility to the President and the
Congress. The Council is made up of heads
of various federal agencies, including the
Secretary of Transportation, and 12 citizens
appointed by the President.
Most of the problems and conflicto
related to historic preservation, as seen
from the vantage point of the Council, arise
from section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. Section 106, as
amended, requires that the head of any
federal agency undertaking a progra.in or
project must afford the Council an opportunity
for conunent if the undertaking affects a
property listed in or eligible for listing
in the National Register of Historic Places.

